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Abstract：Real- time multi-objective regression algorithm optimizes four location parameters respectively and separates
four location variables. It makes localization less accurate and training hard to converge. Based on the problems, this paper
proposes a real-time multi-object regression face detection algorithm, combining detection evaluation function Intersection
over Union（IoU）as loss function. Based on multi-objective regression algorithm model proposed by Redmond etc., it
adopts its real-time detection mechanism. Then IoU is introduced as loss function of location parameter. Four independent
location parameters in real-time multi-object regression model are integrated into one unit and optimized, avoiding the
defects of the base model. The algorithm is tested in face detection benchmark FDDB. The results indicate that this algo-
rithm is superior to a mainstream traditional one in terms of face detection’s effectiveness, and it outperforms other classical
deep learning methods in terms of detection speed. The algorithm achieves a balance between face detection’s effectiveness
and detection speed. It provides some reference value to construct practical face applications.
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其中，Loss表示网络的损失值；λpos =5；λnoobj =1；θ objij 表
示第 i个网格中的第 j个包围框含有物体中心，当有物
体中心时，θ objij =1，否则 θ objij =0；θ obji 表示第 i个网格是否











检测评价函数 IoU（Intersection over Union）是被
用来评价模型检测效果好坏的一个标准，表示的是两个
框的交集 I 和并集U 的比例，如图 4所示：重叠程度越
高，IoU值越大。其中红色框是标注框，绿色框是预测
框，IoU函数表达式为 IoU= I/U 。
通过式（1）所示：模型的预测框参数 x,y,w,h 通
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3 融合多目标回归与 IoU损失的人脸检测算法








































L2损失函数，令J1 = (xi - x̂i)2 + (yi - ŷi)2，则 ∂J1∂xi = 2(xi - x̂i)、
∂J1
∂yi = 2(yi - ŷi)，可以看出 xi ,yi 的梯度并无牵连。当用
IoU作为损失函数时，如果一个网格中包含物体中心，



























IoU(xi,yi, x̂i , ŷi)





IoU(xi,yi, x̂i , ŷi)
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X̂ = Gw ×Gh
Ih =max(Gy - 12 ×Gh ,Py -
1
2 ×Ph) -
min(Gy + 12 ×Gh ,Py +
1
2 ×Ph)
Iw =max(Gx - 12 ×Gw,Px -
1
2 ×Pw) -
min(Gx + 12 ×Gw,Px +
1
2 ×Pw)
I = Ih × Iw
U =X + X̂ - I
IOU = IU














进行了相应的符号规定：∇p I 表示 I 对 P 中任意一个
参数的偏导数，即 ∇p I 为 ∇px I 、∇py I 、∇pw I 、∇ph I 中
任意一个；∇pX 表示 X 对 P 中任意一个参数的偏导
数；且令：
Gy - 12 ×Gh = a1, Py -
1
2 ×Ph = b1
Gy + 12 ×Gh = c1, Py +
1
2 ×Ph = d1
Gx - 12 ×Gw = a2, Px -
1
2 ×Pw = b2
Gx + 12 ×Gw = c2, Px +
1












U∇P I - I(∂(X + X̂ - I)∂P )
U 2 =

























-1, a2 > b2且c2 > d2
0, 其他









-1, a1 > b1且c1 > d1
0, 其他









-1, a2 < b2且c2 > d2










-1, a1 < b1且c1 > d1
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实验建立在 64位的 Linux操作系统和 NVIDIA
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